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In recent years, the trading of interest rate

derivatives (IRD) in over the counter (OTC)

markets has surged. The increase in OTC trading

was driven by a combination of factors. First, the

amount and coverage of non-market facing trades

expanded, specifically back to back and

compression trades. Second, the proliferation of

electronic trading platforms (ETPs) reduced

transactions costs, which in turn incentivised

greater trading, especially back to back and

compression trades. Second, the proliferation of

ETPs reduced transaction costs, which, in turn

incentivised greater trading, especially by

investment funds and other asset managers. Third,

greater uncertainty around US short-term interest

rates fuelled hedging and speculative activity.

Average daily turnover in OTC IRD markets more

than doubled between the BIS terminal surveys in

April 2016 and April 2019. The surge in OTC

turnover was broad-based across instruments and

currencies. Interest rate swaps as a whole, which

include overnight index swaps (OIS) and basis

swaps, remained the most traded instruments,

accounting for more than 60% of the total global

turnover. The increase in turnover was driven by

combination of factors. One factor was more

turnover and comprehensive reporting of non-

market facing trades such as back-to-back trades

and portfolio compression trades. Yet market-

facing trades also increased substantially, boosted

by cyclical developments as well as structural shifts

in OTC derivatives markets.

Portfolio compression trades were another

important contributor to the large OTC turnover

increase. A compression trade replaces two or more

offsetting positions with a single new trade

representing the net position that leaves the

economic exposure materially unchanged.

Compression has been steadily increasing in recent

years. Compression trades themselves can be large

for two reasons. First, compression cycles are not

always fully efficient in offsetting all possible

positions. Second, compression trades can be

applied to the entire stock of outstanding

derivatives positions, not just the most recent

trades. Thus, the resulting compression trade may

have a large notional value.

Some regulations explicitly require institutions to

compress trades periodically. Others, such as Basel

III, base some regulatory requirements on gross

notional positions rather than net positions, so

firms are incentivised to reduce their gross

derivatives position via portfolio compression. The

drive to central clearing also facilitated an

acceleration in compression. More compression

boosts the turnover-to-outstanding ratio by adding

more trades and reducing the notional amounts

outstanding. In recent years, turnover in OTC IRD

markets has dramatically outpaced the change in

notional amounts outstanding. In contrast, the

trend turnover-to- open interest for exchange-

traded derivatives has remained essentially flat,

with some fluctuations, over the same period.

Turnover tends to rise if policy rates change, due to

both demand for hedging against potential

changes in short-term rates and speculation.

Investment funds and other asset managers have

become more and more important as sources of

demand for IRD. They have substantially increased

their assets under management in the past decade.

Some asset managers use derivatives to manage

their risk or replicate a portfolio. Gross derivatives

The Evolution of OTC Interest Rate DerivativesMarkets

Torsten Ehlers & Bryan Hardy, BIS Quarterly Review December 2019
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positions for asset managers and leveraged funds

are increasing faster than those of dealers. Many

asset managers access CCP clearing services

through affiliated banks or as clients to CCP

members. Some non-banks have also started to

directly clear their own positions by becoming

clearing member with CCPs.

Another factor that bolstered the presence of asset

managers and other new players in derivatives

markets was a fall in transaction costs.

Technological advances, including electrification,

automation and algorithmic trading, have reduced

these costs for trading in both OTC and exchange

derivatives markets. The implementation of the

swap execution facilities (SEFs) in the US indicates

that automated trading is generally spreading

through the OTC market as well.

The move to clearing and ETPs, the two key pillars

of the OTC derivatives market reforms promoted

by the G-20 resulted in a decline in counterparty

risks, a reduction in transaction costs and increased

speed of trading. More effective and speedy

compression in OTC markets minimises the

notional amounts of outstanding contracts and

thereby regulatory costs. Exchanges have attempted

to lure activity back from OTC markets by offering

new instruments, such as swap futures.

Turnover in IRD market has increased substantially

over the last three years, particularly in OTC

markets. The regulatory push towards central

clearing and electronic trading, as well as the

evolution of the compression services, has led to a

relative shift from exchanges to OTC markets.

OTC markets now offer many of the attractive

features that exchanges held, while also

maintaining a wider range of products and

contracts and the ability to meet customised

demands.

The prospect of the United Kingdom leaving the

European Union may influence the structure of

OTC markets, especially with so much activity

based in London. Moreover, the transition of

benchmark rates to new overnight risk free rates

(RFRs) foreshadows significant changes in both the

type of traded instruments and the relative

importance of OTC versus exchange-traded

markets. The range of derivative instruments will

expand as debt contracts start to reference the new

RFRs. Therefore, new instruments, such as OIS

with RFRs as the floating rate or longer-term RFR

futures are likely to develop. Depending on which

instruments prevail, this could shift trading

between OTC markets and exchanges.

Source:www.bis.org
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The paper estimates and analyses term premium in

India and makes an assessment of the

interconnectedness and transmission of shocks

from the US term structure of sovereign bond

yields to that in India.

Bond yields help determine borrowing costs in an

economy and influence economic activity. Yields

are also believed to be correlated across economies

and long-term yield co-movements are known to

affect the independence of domestic monetary

policy. The rise in long term rates post the global

financial crisis (GFC) of 2008 prompted central

banks in developed economies around the world to

adopt unconventional monetary policies to

counter the impact. These largely involved large

scale purchase of long term bonds by the central

banks to lower their yields which consequently led

to inflow of foreign funds to emerging economies

(EMEs) in search of higher yields.

The Expectations Hypothesis postulated by Fisher

posits that long term interest rates can be

decomposed into risk-neutral rate, which reflects

the future expectations of the short term interest

rates, and the term premium, which captures the

expectation of future central bank policy, inflation

and growth. It is natural to expect that long term

yields would be driven more by term premium.

This paper attempts to identify the domestic

drivers of term premium and study the inter-

linkages between the term structure components of

India and the US.

The data for US yields is sourced from the Federal

Reserve website. The data for the Indian yields are

sourced from the CCIL calculated ZCYC curve for

the period between April 2009 and April 2019. Zero

coupon yields are calculated for maturities ranging

from 1 month to 120 months at one month

interval. Monthly data is used for the empirical

analysis. The yields are decomposed into risk

neutral and term premia components using the

ACM model. Initial observation suggests that term

premium in India explains about 27% of the

fluctuations in the short term yields, while

accounting for close to 84% of the long term yield

fluctuations. The corresponding numbers for the

US are 41% and 65% respectively. This is in line

with prior research, which found that long term

yields in the OECD countries in general have

stronger correlations with the respective term

premia.

Observing the co-movement of the term premia of

the US and India, the paper points out that post the

taper tantrum of 2013, premia moved upwards

ending the downward trend prior to the event. This

indicated that long term interest rates were higher

than expected, with bond holders expecting to earn

higher risk premium. The co-movement was

observed to be stronger since the taper tantrum.

The US 10 year term premium has remained in the

negative zone since 2017, due to high demand for

longer term bonds. Risk neutral rates for India, on

the other hand, remained flat during the period

under consideration. Adoption of the inflation-

targeting regime in 2015 by India led to stable

expectations of the short term rates. On the

contrary, risk neutral yields rose in the US on

expectations of rate hikes by the Fed.

Examining the drivers for movements of term

premium, the paper finds that the term premia in

both India and the US are highly correlated with

crude oil prices, with the former having a higher

Term Premium Spillover from the US to Indian Markets

Archana Dilip, RBI Working Paper, December 2019
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correlation. In order to find the domestic drivers of

the Indian term premium, various market variables

are considered such as the lagged value of the 10

year term premium, volatility of inflation, lagged

values of foreign portfolio investment in debt

market, average daily turnover in the secondary G-

sec market and policy uncertainty represented by

the 5 year Overnight Index Swap (OIS) rate.

Empirical analysis indicates that inflation

volatility and policy uncertainty are positively

correlated with the term premium, while market

depth has a negative impact. An increase in foreign

portfolio investment is found to lower term

premia.

The paper then goes on to examine the spillover

effect from the US to the Indian market. Analysis

has shown that there has been increasing

interconnectedness between the two economies,

and the spillover effect has become more volatile

since the taper tantrum. Trade balance of India, net

foreign assets, bond market volatility and

monetary policy rate are found to be positively

influencing the spillover effect. Increases in the

spillover effect over the period are attributed to US

policy rate hikes, due to the dumping of Indian

securities in favour of the US, while dips in

spillover effect were found to correspond to open

market operations (OMO) by the RBI, through

purchasing of Indian G-Secs.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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In carrying forward the practice of compilation and

analysis of government finances on a semi-annual

frequency,“Government Finances 2019-20: A Half-

Yearly Review” takes a few additional steps to bridge

the gap in data availability. First, the frequency of

aggregation is increased from semi-annual to

quarterly and an analysis of the seasonality in

revenues and expenditure is undertaken. Second, the

consolidated accounts of general government

(Centre plus states) are presented at quarterly

frequency, after making suitable adjustments for

inter-governmental transactions.

The analysis of the seasonal pattern of Centre's

receipts and expenditure suggests that the receipts

and expenditure on both revenue and capital

account showed an asymmetrical seasonal pattern,

with the former indicating a gradual build-up

through the year with the highest share in Q4 while

the latter being evenly spread throughout the year. A

broad symmetry was observed in the seasonal pattern

of receipts and expenditure of states on both revenue

and capital account, with Q1 accounting for the

lowest share and Q4 the highest share, with

seasonality more pronounced in capital account.

The implications of the varying seasonal pattern for

the Centre being the front-loading of revenue

expenditure and fiscal deficit in Q1, resulting in the

build-up of fiscal pressure in Q4, thus making

revenue generation a key priority in order to manage

the fiscal deficit target. However, for states, the build-

up of fiscal deficit is gradual, facilitating easier

deficit management.

The Centre's revenue receipts and capital receipts

rebounded strongly in Q2 2019-20 compared to Q1

2019-20. Cumulatively, there was a growth in

revenue receipts in H1 2019-20, while capital receipts

growth remained subdued in H1 2019-20 compared

to the previous three years. Revenue receipts of state

governments registered growth only in Q2 2019-20,

resulting in growth at a slower pace in cumulative

terms. Capital receipts of state governments

rebounded strongly in Q2 after registering a decline

in Q1, and showed higher cumulative growth for H1

2019-20 compared to the previous two years.

Compositionally, Goods and Services Tax (GST)

collection, account for about one-third of tax

revenues for Centre and almost half of own tax

revenues for states. In Q1 and Q2 of 2019-20, SGST

collections moderated in comparison to the

corresponding period of the previous year largely

driven by the ongoing growth slowdown.

Consequently, the compensation cess released to

states has increased vis-à-vis the collections during

Q1 and Q2 of 2019-20. In terms of direct taxes, the

performance of Centre in the 2019-20 fiscal

moderated in comparison to the corresponding

periods in the previous few years due to cyclical

slowdown coupled with corporate tax rate cut to

revive growth. In 2019-20, the Centre had substantial

collections under the non-tax revenue pool led by

transfer of surplus from the Reserve Bank of India.

Interest receipts were also the highest in 2019-20 in

comparison to the previous few years.

The Centre's revenue expenditure in H1 2019-20

registered subdued growth on account of low growth

in Q1. Revenue expenditure was not front-loaded as

in the previous few years on account of general

elections held during the year. Capital expenditure,

on the other hand, registered improvement in H1

2019-20, driven by its high growth in Q2. The

subsidy pay-out was lower in case of food subsidy,

while major portion of fertiliser and petroleum

Government Finances 2019-20: A Half-Yearly Review

RBI Bulletin, December 2019
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subsidies were expended in the 2019-20 fiscal.

The budgeted gross fiscal deficit (GFD) target for

2019-20 was set at 3.30% with the aim of

consolidating government finances and achieving

GFD of 3.0% by 2020-21 as per the revised FRBM

Act. In Q1 and Q2 of 2019-20, the fiscal deficits as a

percent of budget estimates (BE),was lower for Q1,

and higher for Q2 in comparison to the previous

year. The states consolidated their fiscal position in

2017-18 by bringing down GFD to 2.40% of GDP

(from 3.50% in 2016-17) on account of UDAY-led

pressure. Slippages at the Centre and states level are

marked by deterioration in the quality of

expenditures, with the revenue expenditure to

capital expenditure ratio rising for Centre and all

states taken together during past few years.

The GFD of Centre during Q1 and Q2 of 2019-20

was financed mainly through market borrowings.

There was substantial disinvestment of surplus cash

in Q1 and Q2 as also recourse to National Small

Savings Fund (NSSF). Compared to states, the

Centre's borrowing as percentage to BE was higher in

both 2018-19 and 2019-20. The Centre would have to

rely on alternate sources of financing, thus

necessitating the need for greater revenue generation

as it has borrowed more than 75% of its gross

budgeted amount and more than 90% of its net

budgeted amount by end-November 2019.

The borrowing of states constituted around 36% and

32% of their budgeted gross and net market

borrowing, respectively, as of September 30, 2019.

State-wise data on borrowings indicates that

Manipur, Rajasthan and Telangana acrossed 50%,

while Punjab, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala were close

to reaching half of their budgeted gross market

borrowings. Manipur stands out as its gross market

and net borrowings crossed the budget estimates.

During April-September 2019, thirteen states

resorted to Ways and Means Advances (WMA), while

eight states availed the overdraft facility.

In order to meet the G20 data gap initiative of

quarterly fiscal reporting standard for the combined

government finances, an attempt has been made to

compile the quarterly combined government

finances of the Centre and state for India. The

combined GFD performance as percent of the

budget estimates was lower in Q1 2019-20 but higher

in Q2 2019-20 vis-à-vis corresponding period of the

previous year, primarily driven by expenditure push

given by the Centre in Q2 2019-20. The GFD

performance as percent to GDP was high during Q1

due to front loading of expenditure and was down

Q2 onwards, remaining within the committed path

of fiscal consolidation.

The Centre's fiscal deficit has a seasonal pattern with

the first half of the financial year accounting for

more than 80%, while for states, only about 35% of

their combined GFD is covered in H1. On the

revenue side, tax collections have been lagging

behind targets. On the expenditure side, the

government has announced various measures,

including relief to the export and housing sector, cut

in corporate tax rates , among others .

Notwithstanding relatively high fiscal deficit of the

Centre and moderate tax collections in Q1 and Q2

of 2019-20, capital expenditure has not been

compromised which augurs well for future growth.

The Centre is depending on garnering higher

revenues through alternate means to compensate for

tax shortfall, while states also need to simultaneously

explore all avenues, tax and non-tax, to augment.

The unfolding of the overall fiscal situation for

Union and state government would crucially hinge

on indigenous revenue mobilisation efforts, prudent

fiscal policy stance and overall macroeconomic

conditions.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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This paper looks at the risk management

infrastructure of the central counterparties (CCPs)

at the time of high frequency trading and coping

with flash crashes. Failure of the risk management

system in such a scenario might become systemic in

nature within a short span of time. This paper

proposes a way for CCPs to monitor their exposure

on an intraday basis, with a focus on stressed

markets.

Data for the empirical analysis is based on a high-

frequency sample provided by a European CCP

named the European Multilateral Clearing Facility

(EMCF). The data consists of equity trading

activity in the Nordic equity markets, including

Denmark, Finland and Sweden. The sample is from

October 2009 to September 2010. In an equity

trade, the CCP assumes the settlement risk as the

settlement occurs after 3 days.

The paper postulates three primary hypotheses

against which to test the data empirically. The first

hypothesis states that extremely large increases in

CCP exposures are different in nature compared to

regular changes. To be precise, they are likely to

reflect a jump in volatility and elevated trading.

There might also be crowding if members all tilt

their portfolio to the single risk factor at the heart

of the turbulence. To test it, the paper subdivides

the CCP exposure changes into various

components for three samples: the full sample and

subsamples with the largest 100 and the largest 10

increases. For the full sample exposure changes

seem to be driven only by member position

changes. A different picture emerges when

analysing the other two sub-samples. Here, trading

volatility and crowding becomes much more

important, comparatively.

Third, the price and correlation components

remain small in the two subsamples and sometimes

turn negative. The price component included in

the analysis returns a negative correlation, which is

estimated to have been driven by price crash events

that are typically accompanied by high volume and

volatility spikes. A lower price level per se reduces

CCP exposure, simply because CCP exposure is

denominated in euro. It is speculated that the result

must be driven by price crash events that are

typically accompanied by high volume and

volatility spikes.

The second hypothesis focuses on whether there is

evidence of elevated exposure concentration (i.e.,

crowding) either across members, across (a

combination of) stocks, or across both, as such

finding would raise concerns about market

conditions that are potentially prone to fire-sale

dynamics. To verify whether the structure of CCP

exposure is different in the tail, the paper

decomposes exposure for the full sample and for

the subsamples of the top 10% and the top 1% CCP

exposure levels. The reason for picking the top 10%

here instead of the top 100 used in the previous

subsection is that CCP exposure levels are very

persistent as compared to exposure changes. The

top 100 subsample is smaller than the top

10%sample and, therefore, when used in the level

analysis, it would essentially point to the same

period of time. The same argument applies to

picking the top 1% instead of the top 10. The

decomposition is done both across members and

across stocks.

Analysis reveals that concentration is elevated in

the tail for members, but not for individual stocks.

The shares of the top 1, 5, and 10 members increase

Central Counterparty Exposure in Stressed Markets

Wenqian Huang, Albert J. Menkveld and Shihao Yu; BIS Working Papers, December 2019
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substantially from the full sample to the top 1%

subsample. There is no such trend for the

decomposition across stocks. The latter however

does not preclude crowding in a particular

portfolio of stocks. Analysis indicates the presence

of elevated crowding in the top 1% subsample. As

this happens during the period of the Greek crisis,

this appears to be a market effect, which is verified

by the subsample's strong correlation with the local

market index.

The third hypothesis states that the relative

contribution of house (CCP) accounts is higher for

extreme CCP exposure levels. This is potentially

worrisome as clearing members are highly

leveraged financial institutions. The results suggest

that in stressed markets the positions in the books

of some clearing members expand while the

positions of others shrink. This causes their total

contribution to CCP exposure to remain

unchanged, yet there is more concentration within

house accounts. There appears to be no such

pattern for client accounts whose collective

contribution remains flat across the three samples

but also the within-client concentration remains

largely unchanged.

In summation, the significantly higher

concentration within house accounts is potentially

worrisome. Most clearing members are highly

leveraged sell-side banks, which, if trading for

speculative reasons, might default on their position

if they turn out to be on the wrong side of the bet.

Given that they seem to crowd into the same (set of)

risk factors, there might be multiple members that

are heavily under water on their bet sat the same

time. Admittedly, it is unlikely that they would

default on their equity trades, but if the pattern

were to carry over to CCPs that clear interest rate

derivatives or credit default swaps, then such

pattern would become a systemic worry.

In conclusion, the paper suggests that CCP

executives and regulators should monitor at high

frequencies with a particular focus on tail events.

The decomposition approach of exposure changes

adopted in the paper could benefit CCPs and

regulators diagnose sudden large jumps and

exposures.

Source: www.bis.org
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The article focuses on three aspects of households'

inflation expectations. First, it examines the

characteristics of households' inflation expectations

vis-à-vis the Consumer Price Index - Urban (CPI-U)

inflation at the aggregate level during FY19. Second,

it extends the analysis to investigate regional and

occupational variations. Third, using a time series

data, the magnitude of forecast error is assessed,

using time-varying gaps between inflation

expectations and the actual inflation.

Households' expectations on the general price level

varied widely over the quarters during FY19. The net

response (difference between the proportion of

respondents expecting price decrease and the

proportion of respondents expecting price increase)

on general price level remained in the positive

terrain in FY19 and was corroborated by the gradual

increase in the corresponding urban index (CPI-

U).Price expectations for various product groups

were in line with the general prices, except housing

prices.

The three months ahead inflation expectations

based on net response on rate of price increase

picked up gradually during FY19, reaching a

maximum in Q3:FY19, concomitant with the sharp

increase in petrol and diesel price inflation during

the first half of the year. The expectations of food

inflation moved up in the first half of FY19

reflecting increase in inflation in some items within

the food group such as fruits and eggs, while

sentiments remained at elevated level during the

second half of the year in spite of the deflation

experienced in vegetables. The expectations on the

cost of services remained high on the back of

elevated health and education inflation despite

moderation in inflation in the transport and

communication sub-groups during Q4:FY19.

The regional variation in inflation expectations

from FY18 to FY19was analyzed by classifying

centres into optimistic and non-optimistic

categories based on the observed decrease/increase in

net response (4 quarters' average) over the period.

The classification presumes that an increase in net

response as compared to the previous year denotes

higher perceived inflation pressure in FY19 than that

in FY18 (Non-optimistic IE).Of the 18 survey

centres, 11 centres were found to be non-optimistic

for the three months ahead horizon and 13 centres

for the one year ahead horizon. CPI-U inflation in

most of the non-optimistic centres has increased

through FY18 to FY19. Respondents in

Thiruvananthapuram were the most non-optimistic

for both the expectation horizons, attributing their

sentiments to floods in the state. The occupation-

wise variation in inflation expectations showed that

financial sector employees turned out to be the most

non-optimistic respondents during FY19. The net

response for most of the occupational categories was

the highest during the second and third quarters of

FY18andFY19.

The Reserve Bank formally adopted the flexible

inflation targeting (FIT) framework in June 2016.

On an average, the proportion of respondents

expecting three months ahead inflation in the range

of 2%-6% (band of the 4% inflation target) moved

up from 16% in the pre-FIT period to 27% in the

post FIT period. While there was a major increase in

the share of respondents expecting inflation within

the target range in Bengaluru, the minimum

improvement was observed in Ahmedabad. In the

post-FIT period, the highest share of respondents in

Bengaluru reported three months ahead inflation

Households' Inflation Expectations: A Reflection

RBI Bulletin, December 2019
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within 2%-6%.

The degree of consensus among the respondents in

polling inflation expectations within 2%-6% range

was analysed using coefficient of variation of the

proportion of respondents over the post-FIT rounds,

with smaller the size of the bubble, higher the

consensus in that centre. The respondents of

Mumbai showed highest consensus in the post-FIT

survey rounds and respondents of Bhubaneswar

showed the minimum consensus. The analysis

conducted for the one year ahead horizon showed

improved alignment to the inflation target among

the respondents in all centres, barring Hyderabad.

Patna showed the maximum improvement from pre-

FIT to post-FIT. On the other hand, Kolkata

recorded the maximum consensus in polling

inflation expectations in the band of 2%-6% while

Bhubaneswar recorded the minimum convergence.

A study was carried out to analyse whether

correction of inflation expectations using the past

forecast errors can reduce errors in inflation forecast

for the future period. To analyse this, three months

ahead median inflation expectations were

considered from Q2:2008-09 to Q4:FY19 and CPI

Urban inflation for the realised period from

Q3:2008-09 till Q1:2019-20.On regressing the

deviation of the inflation expectations from the

actual inflation on its lags, it was found that only the

first lag of the deviation contributes significantly to

the current deviation. If the median inflation

expectation was higher than the realised inflation by

10 percentage points in the previous quarter, then

the median inflation expectation is likely to be 8

percentage points higher than the realised inflation

in the current quarter. The highly negative and

significant intercept reflects that the realised

inflation on an average remains lower than the

median inflation expectations.

Out of sample one-quarter ahead inflation forecasts

for Q2:FY18 to Q1:2019-20 show that the forecasts

deviated on an average by 96 basis points from the

inflation numbers. The CPI Urban inflation series

generally remained inside the 50% confidence

interval and the overall trend in actual inflation was

mostly captured in the predictions. Also, the gap

between the inflation forecasts and actual inflation

was less than the gap between the inflation

expectations and actual inflation. Thus, in general,

the inflation forecast error in the households'

inflation expectations can be reduced using the past

forecast errors.

The exercise carried out using one year ahead

inflation expectations showed that a 10 percentage

points' deviation of the inflation expectations from

the realised inflation could result in the median

inflation expectation to remain higher than the

realised inflation by 9 percentage points in the next

quarter. Out of sample forecasts during the study

period deviated on an average by 106 basis points.

Also, the realised inflation remained in the 50 per

cent confidence interval during the study period,

barring the third quarter of FY18.

Households' sentiments on one quarter ahead

general inflation picked up during the first half of

the year FY19 on the back of higher petrol and diesel

prices. Deflation in the vegetables led to moderation

in food inflation expectations in the medium term.

Compared to FY18, majority of the survey centres

and occupation categories recorded some hardening

of inflation expectations. Analysis for a longer

period suggests increasing alignment of respondents'

inflation expectations towards the inflation target.

Households' inflation expectations generally had an

upward bias, which was higher for longer horizon.

Empirical findings suggest that past forecast errors

in households' inflation expectations are helpful in

improving inflation forecasts.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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The 2019 BIS Triennial Central Bank Survey shows

that trade execution in foreign exchange (FX)

markets has undergone rapid change. FX trading is

turning more electronic, participants are becoming

more diverse, and trading venues are multiplying.

These innovations have enhanced the speed of

trading, offered participants more choices and

facilitated a greater variety of trading strategies.

FX trading has become more complex and

fragmented over the years. A long two-tier structure

of FX markets, inter-dealer and dealer-customer

segments, has blurred over the years. Financial

institutions outside the bank dealer community

have taken on important intermediation functions.

These developments have not only led to greater

choices in trade execution but also to a highly

fragmented market structure.

An important catalyst of these developments was

prime brokerage, whereby top FX dealers allow

clients to trade directly in the bank's name with its

established counterparties. Principal trading firms

(PTFs) are some of the heaviest users of prime

brokerage services. Some of the PTFs have built a

business model around making markets which

previously was exclusive to dealers. Prime brokered

trades now account for large fractions of volumes on

trading platforms. The proliferation of alternative

ways to conduct trades has been spurred by

customers "shopping around" for best execution and

by technology providers facing lower costs to set up

such platforms. Another trend has been the use of

liquidity aggregators that bundle access to different

trading venues or liquidity providers. Countering

this tendency, FX dealer banks have sought to build

stronger relationship with their customers and have

invested heavily in improving the technology and

functionality of their proprietary trading platform.

Fragmentation of the FX market has made it harder

to assess market conditions at any given point in

time. Market participants have more than 75

different FX venues at their disposal to execute FX

trade. Even though size of FX market is increasing,

the greater internalisation of customers by banks

reduced amount of inter-dealer trading. Thus, the

share of trading activity that is “visible” to the

broader market has declined.

To capture data on execution methods, the Triennial

Survey divides trades into “voice” and “electronic”

execution. It further differentiates each between

“direct” (bilateral) and “indirect” (brokered) trading.

According to the survey, electronic trading

dominates, although voice remains significant in

some market segments. Electronic trading was

roughly equally split between “direct” and “indirect”

trading in 2019. Under indirect electronic trading,

“anonymous” venues, where counterparty identities

are only revealed post-trade, attracted a slightly

higher market share than “disclosed” venues.

The main trend in FX trade execution has been

increased “electronification”- deeper penetration of

electronic and automated trading which rose to 58%

by 2019. The fastest progress in electronification has

been seen into dealer-to-customer transactions

segment. Spot remains the instrument with the

highest electronic trading share. Non-deliverable

forwards (NDFs) also witnessed a rapid rise in

electronic trading.

In contrast to its rise in dealer-to-customer markets,

electronic spot trading in inter-dealer markets saw a

FX trade execution: complex and highly fragmented

Andreas Schrimpf and Vladyslav

Sushko, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2019
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decline in both relative and absolute terms. This

decline in electronic inter-dealer trading was driven

principally by internalisation, whereby dealers

temporarily warehouse risk arising from client

transactions until it is offset against opposing client

flow. This practice, in turn, reduces the need to

offload any imbalances in inter-dealer markets. As a

consequence, electronic inter-dealer brokerage

systems, which have long constituted the main locus

of electronic inter-dealer trading, now account only

for a small fraction of the entire market.

The survey shows that inter-dealer trading of FX

swaps has remained heavily voice-reliant, while

dealer-to-customer trading has moved towards

greater use of electronic execution methods. There

are several reasons for higher share of voice

executions in FX swaps: swap trades vary greatly in

size; FX swaps are more difficult to price; and FX

swap trading entails management of credit risk

because it involves exchanging principal in two

different currencies.

FX trading has evolved rapidly over recent years. It

has seen further electronification and increasing

variety in trading venues and protocols. In spot, FX

intermediation has tilted towards non-bank

electronic market-makers, who substitute speed for

balance sheet. Activity has also gravitated more to

dealers' proprietary liquidity pools and away from

primary inter-dealer venues. Clients can use

algorithms to enhance execution and navigate a

fragmented market. All these developments have led

to more choice for tech-savvy clients, but also to

some important risk-shifting and greater market

fragmentation.

Yet there are signs that fragmentation may be

reaching its peak. Some customers are reportedly

questioning the cost of connecting to so many

venues. Dealers, too, have been re-assessing whether

it is beneficial to quote prices on a large number of

third-party systems. Similarly, some PTFs focused on

market-making have reportedly also cut down on the

number of electronic communication networks

where they post prices.

Furthermore, the current market configuration has

emerged largely during a prolonged period of low

volatility, and its resilience might be tested if the

volatility regime were to change. For example,

during periods of stress, FX dealers might ration

liquidity and favour clients with whom they have a

strong relationship, such as those using their single-

bank platform. Thus, customers who spread

execution across venues could face a sharp

evaporation of liquidity. The question of whose risk-

bearing capacity to rely on under such circumstances

could become a pertinent one. In the event of stress,

the resilience of FX markets could be further

challenged by the declining use of payment-versus-

payment systems to reduce FX settlement risk.

Source: www.bis.org
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In their study, the authors highlight recent trends in

the trading of emerging market economy (EME)

currencies and discuss the main drivers of their

recent growth. The authors brought to fore two

notable trends that characterized the foreign

exchange (FX) market for EME currencies in recent

years: first, the increased presence of non-bank

financial institutions(NBFIs) and second, the rapid

growth in forwards, in particular non-deliverable

forwards (NDFs), and the related increased role of

offshore transactions.

In general, the growth of FX trading is linked more

strongly to financial motivations than to trade in

goods and services. Consistent with the dominant

role of financial factors, the recent growth in FX

turnover for EME currencies was led by trading with

NBFIs. This contrasts with advanced economy (AE)

currencies, where smaller (non-dealer) banks played

the leading role. Among NBFIs, the rise of other

financial institutions (those not categorised as

institutional investors, hedge funds, property

trading firms or the official sector) was especially

pronounced.

The rising share of NBFIs reflects increased non-

bank and foreign demand for EME assets as

financial intermediation shifts from banks to capital

markets in EMEs. For example, the participation of

foreign investors in local currency bond markets

inEMEs has increased. Assets under management by

dedicated EME equity and bond funds have doubled

over the past decade. In contrast, bank demand for

EME assets has moderated. Hedge funds and

proprietary trading firms, which are active in

algorithmic trading, also saw swifter increases, as

compared with their activity in AE currencies. This

rise is attributable inlarge part to the continuing

electronification of global FX markets

Outright forwards saw the sharpest increase in

turnover in FX markets for EME currencies,

followed by FX swaps and options. On the other

hand, turnover in currency swaps declined. This

pattern was in sharp contrast to that seen in AE

currencies, where currency swaps increased more

than other instruments. As a result, the differences

between EME and AE currencies in terms of

forwards vis-à-vis FX swaps became more

pronounced. NDFs contributed most to the increase

in outright forwards. Driven in large part by

increased market electronification, NDF turnover

almost doubled. Historically, NDFs have been used

to meet hedging demands involving currencies that

are not fully convertible because they allow for

payoffs related to a currency's performance without

requiring funding in the underlying currency. This

trend continued for some currencies, even where

controls on non-residents participating in onshore

markets were relaxed.

The increase in NDF turnover was broad-based; most

of the top six most traded NDFs in EME currencies

(namely South Korean won, Indian rupee, Brazilian

real, New Taiwan dollar, renminbi and ruble) saw a

marked increase. The renminbi saw more modest

growth, of less than 20%, probably reflecting

authorities' initiatives to encourage hedging in the

onshore deliverable forwards market. Led by the

robust growth in NDFs, the share of offshore trading

in FX turnover increased for most EME currencies.

Latin American currencies had the highest share of

offshore trading. In contrast, the offshore/onshore

ratio for Asian EME currencies has stalled since

2016, due largely to a sizeable shift to onshore

trading of the renminbi.

Offshore Markets Drive Trading of Emerging Market Currencies

Nikhil Patel and Dora Xia, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2019
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By the location of a trade, defined as the location of

the sales desk of the reporting dealer, a trade can be

classified as either strictly domestic (between two

parties located onshore), onshore-offshore (between

one party located onshore and the other offshore) or

strictly offshore (both parties located offshore).

Strictly offshore trades dominated the market for FX

turnover in EME currencies. The rapid expansion of

strictly offshore trading was broad-based. The vast

majority of offshore FX transactions in EME

currencies took place in a handful of locations.

London played the most notable role, followed by

New York, Singapore and Hong Kong SAR.

The prominence of offshore trading is not specific to

EME currencies. It reflects the network effects that

have led to a highly concentrated market structure

within a handful of global financial centres. For

EME currencies, capital account and currency

convertibility restrictions represent an additional

factor behind the higher share of offshore trading. In

particular, jurisdictions with heavier capital account

restrictions tend to have a higher share of offshore

trading of derivatives. In other words, capital

controls appeared to boost the offshore trading of

derivatives, NDFs in particular, at the expense of

onshore trading.

From the perspective of its policy implications, the

authors noted that the rapid expansion of offshore

trading in EME currencies present both

opportunities and challenges. On one hand,

offshore trading can increase liquidity and cut

transaction costs. Electronification can encourage

trading by a wider range of market participants,

while overlapping time zones allow round-the-clock

trading. Increased FX liquidity can in turn boost

foreign investment and trade in goods and services.

On the other hand, offshore trading can influence

the price discovery process for exchange rates, in

markets that are more difficult than onshore centres

for central banks to monitor.

Estimates for the four largest NDF currencies

suggest that, while a bidirectional relationship exists

between the onshore and offshore markets during

normal times, offshore venues tend to drive

movements in the onshore markets during times of

global market stress. This raises challenges for

central banks, which have historically limited their

market monitoring and intervention policies to the

onshore market.

Many central banks have responded to the

challenges posed by offshore markets by expanding

their monitoring activities. The Korean authorities,

for instance, have encouraged domestic entities to

play a greater role in offshore markets. Other central

banks, such as those in Indonesia, Malaysia and

Turkey, have taken steps to deepen their nascent

onshore derivatives markets, often acting as the

primary providers of liquidity. Initiatives such as

extending onshore trading hours and providing

more flexibility for foreign investors to hedge their

positions in the domestic markets have also been

considered.

Source: www.bis.orgJa
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In their study, the authors examine the efficacy of

the Consumer Confidence Survey (CCS) parameters

in forecasting some key macro-economic indicators,

such as the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth

and inflation. They carry out a statistical evaluation

of the efficacy of the survey in forecasting economic

conditions in the Indian context using quarterly

data of the CCS from June 2010 to December 2018

(35 quarters). The CCS elicits households' responses

on five parameters viz., general economic situation,

employment scenario, price level, household

income and spending. The respondents' views on

both the current situation as compared to a year ago,

and the future outlook over a one-year period are

solicited. Responses are solicited on a three-point

scale, viz., improve/ will improve, worsened/ will

worsen and remained/ will remain same. The

aggregate sample size for each survey round is about

5,400 households.

As the study focuses on forecasting ability of

households' outlook, the net response(NR) i.e.

percentage of positive responses minus percentage of

negative responses, for one year ahead expectations

regarding the various survey parameters, is used in

addition to the Future Expectations Index (FEI). The

macro-economic variables used in this article

include the rates of growth of GDP and Private Final

Consumption Expenditure (PFCE) (both at current

prices). Additionally, the quarterly average of

Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation rate is also

considered. The CPI (Urban) has been chosen

instead of CPI (Combined) as the CCS, at present,

covers only urban areas. A Vector Auto Regressive

(VAR) framework was employed to analyze the

impact of households' expectations about the survey

parameters on changes in the macro-economic

variables and vice versa.

The authors first analyze the forecasting ability of

CCS parameters, by computing the rolling

correlations over a two-year period between NR on

CCS indicators and macro-economic indicators.

The rolling correlations revealed:

• A positive correlation for both NR on current

and future General Economic Situation (GES)

with GDP growth rate, especially since

September 2016; this, however, had declined in

the recent period.

The study also investigates the Granger causality

among the various pairs of variables. The results of

the Granger causality reveal some cases wherein the

impact of CCS variables is statistically significant.

First, both price and GES responses of consumers

seem to have forecasting information for inflation.

Secondly, consumption expenditure seems to be

driven by spending expectations. Thirdly,

• A mixed picture in respect of correlation

between NR on employment scenario and GDP

growth rate.

• An inverse correlation between the NR on price

and CPI(Urban) during the period from 2013

to 2016.

• A positive correlation between NR on current

household income and GDP growth rate,

particularly since 2015.

• A negative correlation between NR on future

spending and CPI(Urban) inflation, although it

has turned positive in the recent period.

Efficacy of the Consumer Confidence Survey in Forecasting Macro-Economic Conditions

Nitin Kumar, D. P. Singh and Aditya Mishra, Department of Statistics and

Information Management, RBI Bulletin December 2019
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employment outlook has some impact on GDP

growth rate.

The VAR results indicate that the FEI does not have a

significant relationship with both GDP growth and

inflation. NR on price outlook has a statistically

significant and negative impact on CPI(Urban)

inflation. The result implies that an improvement in

public outlook about prices results in easing of

consumer inflation with a lag. The influence of

future price NR on consumer food price inflation is

also analyzed. The results reveal a significant impact

of price outlook on food prices based on urban

Consumer Food Price Index (CFPI(U)) inflation.

The outcome underlines the strong influence of

price expectations on food inflation in due course of

time.

Similarly, it was also found that NR on future GES

has a strong and inverse influence on CPI(Urban)

inflation. A positive and significant impact of the

spending outlook is evident both on GDP and PFCE

growth rates. However, consumer outlook regarding

future household income and future employment

scenario did not seem to have a significant effect on

economic variables.

Similar to outcome from VAR, the authors note that

a unit standard deviation (SD) positive shock

(beneficial price regime) to NR on price outlook

leads to a slight decline in growth rate, which is

statistically insignificant. On the other hand, a

favorable shock to NR on price outlook leads to

decline in CPI(Urban) inflation. Likewise, a unit SD

positive shock in future GES has a positive impact

on CPI(Urban) inflation. A shock to NR on future

spending has a beneficial impact on GDP growth,

although it is not significant. A similar impact is

seen on PFCE growth as a result of the shock to NR

on future spending.

The variance decomposition for FEI showed that

only 10% of variation in GDP growth rate is

explained by FEI by third quarter, which remains

largely static over the rest of the period. The role of

FEI is observed to be negligible in explaining the

variation in inflation. More than 30% of deviation

in inflation is attributable to consumer price

expectations by the second quarter, which shows a

rising trend till the fifth quarter and stabilizes

thereafter. Although, household price expectations

have a miniscule contribution in describing GDP

growth rate, more than 20% variation in inflation is

explained by public perception about the general

economic conditions by the third quarter, which is

quite similar to that obtained for price expectations.

The study concludes by suggesting that consumers'

outlook on price and general economic situation has

significant forecasting power for inflation. The NR

on households' overall spending has a positive and

significant impact on both GDP and PFCE growth

rate.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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